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A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away… 

 

 

The galaxy lies in an uneasy 

                                 peace. Luke Skywalker has 

 rebuilt the great Jedi Order 

      and his sister Leia Solo is head 

                                 of the Restored Republic. 

 

                However, Luke’s troubled daughter 

             has strayed from her father’s path 

          and spreads discord amongst the 

         Order, while Imperial Marauders 

      continually prey upon helpless 

        colony worlds in the Outer Rim. 

 

   Even as Leia’s children begin 

          their final training in the ways of 

      the Force, enemies of the Jedi 

      and the Republic plot to strike 

 at the very heart of galactic 

                                 civilization…. 
 



 
 

We end OPENING CRAWL and PAN DOWN to reveal a MARAUDER STRIKESHIP entering frame; TRACK 

behind the craft through the surface of a brilliant glowing orange sun. The ship raises shields and 

breaches the core of the star, where we find IMPERIAL FIRE BASE ALPHA –ugly jagged black spires and 

spinning spike-covered wheels, all covered in layers of RAY SHIELDS to withstand the power of the 

surrounding flame.  

The craft docks and Imperial STRIKETROOPERS – brutal, ragged descendants of the Stormtroopers – drag 

forth an unkempt SMUGGLER and throw him to the hanger floor before ADMIRAL JION: a powerful, 

tyrannical elder HUMAN whose left leg, right arm, and left half of his head have been replaced by 

menacing cybernetic implants.  The Smuggler has stumbled on evidence of an Imperial military build-up 

in the Outer Rim, and Jion wants to know who he’s told; under duress, the Smuggler maintains he hasn’t 

had the chance to tell anyone, then flame erupts from Jion’s mechanical arm and engulfs the Smuggler 

as the Admiral eradicates the witness.  

PLANET URADION: A supersized Tibet, all regal snow-capped mountains peaks and green pine forests. 

This is the JEDI HAVEN WORLD, known only to members of the Order; the planet orbits a red dwarf, and 

its moon has shattered, resulting in a rock field circling the planet which is always visible in the sky.  

A lone FIGURE in a brown robe darts across a snowy valley floor and goes through a number of exercises 

and challenges, GREEN LIGHTSABER firmly in grip; two other ROBED FIGURES observe from a high 

precipice. The lone figure nearly passes his final test, but then is bested – as he reels in disappointment, 

we meet KAYDEN SOLO, 18-year-old son of HAN SOLO and LEIA SOLO. 

 One of the figures watching from above is revealed to be esteemed JEDI MASTER PRADIS RUAMAD: 

dark-skinned, dignified, charismatic. He comments that Kayden shows great potential, lacks self-

confidence but has great discipline, unlike his OLDER SISTER who has failed to appear for her brother’s 

trials; a young Jedi Apprentice runs up to the two older MEN – tells them that a ship has landed at the 

TEMPLE…NOMI SOLO’S ship. The second man turns to the camera and lowers his hood, and we say hello 

to an elderly LUKE SKYWALKER, GRAND MASTER of the JEDI ORDER. Never far from Luke’s side is his 

faithful ASTROMECH DROID, R2-D2.  

THE JEDI TEMPLE – All white/grey stone set with metallic/glass framing; enormous carven statues of 

OBI-WAN KENOBI (in his Alec Guinness years) and YODA loom over the Great Hall. 

 Kayden is young, passionate, good-hearted, responsible but naïve and sometimes impetuous – he’s 

upset his sister has jetted off-world again and missed his trials. He and Luke meet a one-person 

CORELLIAN GUNBIRD as it sets down in the HANGER BAY; out steps NOMI SOLO, daughter of Han and 

Leia – she’s our heroine. She’s a beautiful, charming, sharp-witted 21-year-old Jedi Apprentice: but also 

a fantastic pilot, mechanic, tomboy, and adventurer who often takes off for the galactic underworld 

looking for trouble. She’s not like any Jedi you’ve met before – she often has a lightsaber in one hand 

and a blaster in the other, with an oil stain on her chin from whatever engine or machinery she’s been 

fiddling with. Luke and Kayden approach her about her absence, but it’s clear she doesn’t take her 

training seriously, though she does truly care for her younger brother.  



 
 

Proceedings at the Jedi Temple are interrupted when a HOLODRONE presenting a recording of Luke’s 

daughter, SHAKA SKYWALKER, descends on the Temple Center and addresses the Jedi occupants; she’s 

20-years-old, utterly riveting, exudes command and respect, but had a hard gleam in her gaze.  

Shaka has experienced many dreams and visions as of late, leading to her engaging in a Force-driven 

version of a “Spirit-walk”, and has since changed, increasingly growing more and more distant from her 

father: she’s recently come to believe that she, and not her GRANDFATHER, is the CHOSEN ONE of the 

Jedi prophecy and has broken away from the Jedi to form her own order of Force-wielders, the 

KOUDAR: neither Jedi nor Sith, occupying neither the LIGHT SIDE nor the DARK SIDE of the Force, but 

something in-between. Shaka believes that the Jedi teachings are limiting and outdated, and preaches 

her own brand of philosophy drawn from the ancient teachings and relics. Shaka has split the Order, 

with many Jedi following, and in her holo-message she urges more of the Jedi to come to her side; much 

to Luke’s dismay, several JEDI KNIGHTS and APPRENTICES are moved by this latest “sermon” and 

prepare to leave the Haven World and join Shaka’s Koudar Order. 

That evening, Nomi and Luke confer on a peak overlooking the Jedi Temple. Nomi, who was raised 

alongside Shaka and thinks of her as a sister, comforts Luke and tells him Shaka will come to her senses. 

Luke responds by telling Nomi that no matter what, she and her brother must continue their family 

legacy. Luke tells Nomi that she must realize the power she holds and how what she does with it will 

define her…but he knows she will find her path, and he foresees her becoming a great Jedi Knight. Luke 

departs to leave Nomi pondering her future, while the red sun sets behind the rock field in a majestic 

visage…one evocative of a twin-sunset watched by a certain farm boy one fateful evening long ago, just 

before he stepped over the cusp of adulthood. 

That night, Luke speaks intimately with his wife, Shaka’s mother, and GRAND MISTRESS of the JEDI 

ORDER MIRANNA SKYWALKER; Luke’s age, luminous and effervescent, she was the first Force-sensitive 

he found and trained after the Fall of the Empire and they share an unbreakable bond – if Luke is the 

Order’s heart, she is its soul.  They speak about their concerns over Shaka and her growing following, as 

well their worry over Nomi; however, Luke and Miranna find peace in each other.  

CORUSCANT – the bustling Republic capital-world and location of the GALACTIC SENATE. A shadowy, 

mysterious HUMANOID FIGURE, masked and armored, breaks into a heavily-guarded COMPOUND 

belonging to the powerful nobleman BARON ICARIUS. Using an array of weapons and tools in his armor, 

he dispatches with a number of HUMAN and ALIEN guards and steals several HOLOFILES from a 

computer databank. We get a sense that whoever he is, this person is highly competent at his work. 

However, the Baron – an elder HUMAN, regal, commanding, with just a touch of menace – and his 

BOYDGUARDS catch the thief in the act, just as he finishes downloading the holofiles and takes off with 

his JETPACK.  

Several of the Baron’s HEAVIES chase after him, leading to an intense chase through the heights of the 

city planet; our intruder with his jetpack, his pursuers in ROCKET-PODS: weapon-laden single-man 

speeder craft.  Our intruder manages to do away with his advisories, and makes it back to his SHIP. He 

removes his mask, to reveal RAFE TARKIN, 25-year-old grandson of Peter Cushing’s Grand Moff Tarkin 



 
 

from Episode IV: he’s this galaxy’s answer to James Bond – a suave, sophisticated, highly capable ladies’ 

man with a dry, reserved English wit…though this sleek outer-persona hides a soulful, haunted interior. 

Tarkin takes off in a hurry… 

FIRE BASE ALPHA – A fleet of STAR DESTROYERS are docked at the space station for loading; swarming 

around them are TIE DEMOLISHERS, and dwarfing them is Admiral Jion’s flagship, the prototype STAR 

EXTINGUISHER. Jion is approached by his SUBORDINATE, who informs him that they’ve received the final 

shipment of weaponry but their “benefactor” has warned them that their plans might be compromised.  

NEW ALDERAAN: shining garden world and home to Leia Solo, CHANCELLOR of the RESTORED REPUBLIC 

and her husband HIGH ADMIRAL Han Solo, who like his daughter prefers to venture around the galaxy 

along with an his eternal companion – an older, grey CHEWBACCA. The pair occupy the CHANCELLOR’S 

PALACE, located above the Republic Assembly (the highest governing body including a circle of 

prominent senators and a forum where any member of the Republic may present their issues), and have 

clearly have been loving husband-and-wife for years, their happiness reflecting the current peace of the 

galaxy. Also present at Leia’s PERSONAL AIDE – the always-proper PROTOCOL DROID C-3PO – and her 

BODYGUARD – acerbic reprogrammed IMPERIAL ASSASSIN DROID BOR-4. 

 Leia’s daily routine is interrupted by Baron Icarius who accosts her via hologram and informs her of the 

break-in at his compound and the missing holofiles, which he claims contain sensitive information 

pertaining to Republic security; however, this exchange is interrupted when Rafe Tarkin arrives at the 

Chancellor’s office and we learn he is a military intelligence agent working FOR the Republic. The 

holofiles indicate that as Leia and Rafe suspected, Baron Icarius is providing intelligence and weaponry 

to the Imperial Factions, who seem to be stockpiling for an invasion.  

What’s more, Tarkin has obtained Icarius’ personal files which give a target for the Imperial attack: 

Uriadon, the Jedi Haven World. Leia maintains that this isn’t possible as only she (who her brother once 

trained) and the other Jedi know the location of the planet, but she feels a terrible disturbance in the 

Force and agrees to head to the world herself. Han orders a REPUBLIC FLEET TASKFORCE to Uriadon 

while he, Leia, Chewie, Rafe, 3PO, and BOR-4 race ahead of them for Uriadon aboard an even clunker, 

ramshackle MILLENIUM FALCON. 

URIADON – The Falcon arrives and much to their relief, no Imperial attack is occurring; however, Leia 

and Han see this as an opportunity to catch-up with Luke, Miranna, and their kids, as well as try to 

discover why the Jedi Masters feel unease through the Force. That night, Luke hosts a communal diner. 

We get a sense that Rafe and Nomi have known each other for some time, and he has a thing for her but 

she roundly despises him as “he’s a Tarkin”. Leia and Han also note with amusement that Kayden seems 

quite close with another young Jedi Apprentice – a fiery, opinionated redhead named GANNA BARLOCK. 

Early the next morning, all is quiet on the world of the Jedi…until as a fleet arrives in orbit – it’s not 

Han’s strikeforce, it’s Admiral Jion’s invasion…and to the shock of all, at its head is Shaka Skywalker! It 

was SHE who gave the Empire the location of Uraidon, and her Koudar Order has allied with the Imperial 

Marauders to crush the Jedi. A battle now unfolds in the air and on the ground of Uriadon as the joint 

Koudar/Imperial forces attack; the Jedi Temple initially repels the Star Destroys and LANDING CRAFT 



 
 

with GROUND-TO-SPACE CANNONS, but then Pradis Ruamad reveals himself as a traitor and Shaka’s 

lieutenant. He heavily wounds Miranna, and sabotages the defense network from within. Luke and 

several other JEDI MASTERS use the Force to propel chunks of the rock field into the enemy fleet, but it 

soon proves futile as the assault continues. Legions of Koudar duel with Jedi in and round the Temple, 

while Marauder Shocktroopers help turn the tide in favor of the Empire. The Republic Strikeforce 

consisting of HEAVY X-WINGS, T-WINGS, and giant STAR GAURDIANS, arrives in orbit and engages the 

Imperial fleet, buts it’s outmaneuvered and outgunned.  

Our heroes are forced to abandon Uriadon as they scatter to the wind. Many of the Jedi are captured, 

including Luke, who voluntarily submits as he can’t bring himself to harm his own daughter when Shaka 

comes for him. Leia puts Nomi, Kayden, Rafe, Ganna, 3-PO, R2, and BOR-4 on a shuttle in the Temple 

hanger and makes sure they blast off. Han and Chewie are covering the retreat in the Falcon, but are 

ambushed by Admiral Jion in his CLAWCRAFT; they sacrifice themselves, turning the Falcon into a rocket 

and ramming the Star Extinguisher, allowing his children to escape but killing the iconic duo.  

Once they have captured Luke and many other Jedi, the Koudar and Marauders break off the attack; 

Nomi’s shuttle has been badly damaged, but she insists that they have to follow their enemies and 

rescue Luke and the other Jedi. Leia returns to rally the Republic against this treachery and prepare 

them for further potential conflicts, while Nomi tracks Shaka through the Force and discovers that the 

villains have left known space and entered the DARK WORLDS, beyond the Outer Rim – uncivilized 

space, filled with dangerous, primitive planets where danger and despair are never far away.  Nomi 

realizes that they need the guidance of someone who has ventured into the Dark Worlds and survived, 

and she just happens to know one of the few – a MAN who owes her a favor, as matter of fact. And it 

just so happens that Rafe knows where this unscrupulous individual can be found. 

PLANET DOGGAR – An SAFARI WORLD resembling an alien savannah. Nomi and her friends arrive just as 

their shuttle conks out at a SEEDY SPACEPORT/MARKETPLACE, and set out in search of their query. They 

find him hunting ALIEN STOGABEASTS on something much like the African veldt: JENETH MOONWAY – a 

hard-drinking, harder-fighting, word-slurring, womanizing BIG GAME HUNTER and GUIDE. He can be 

violent and even unreasonable, and has been labeled as an “unstabilizing influence” by Republic 

Intelligence due to his once accidently instigating a civil war on a primitive planet; however, he has his 

own warrior code of morals and is almost a “poet philosopher” – think somewhere between Alan 

Quatermain and Ernest Hemmingway. After a brief tussle in which the stogabeast herd stampedes and 

Nomi saves Kayden from being stomped, she manages to convince Moonway to take her and the others 

into the Dark Worlds after Shaka, in exchange for considerable bribes not the least of which is protecting 

the galaxy from invasion by the Imperial Marauders and Shaka’s followers. 

Moonway is captain and pilot of the CELESTIAL STALKER – a sleek, Spartan craft in which the walls are 

lined with monstrous heads and other TROPHIES of the hunt. Also onboard are EZRAM ZUR, his CO-

PILOT/TRACKER/NAVIGATOR – dark-skinned, rough-around-the-ages, ornate tribal tattooing on his face 

and arms around which is an outfit of ragged leather; and ROMARU – his GUNNER/WEAPONS 

EXPERT/ENFORCER, a bulky ALIEN like a mix between a lizard and a crab. So Nomi, Kayden, Rafe, Ganna, 

3-PO, R2, BOR-4, Moonway, Zur, and Romaru jet off after the Koudar – a most unlikely band indeed. 



 
 

THE STAR EXTINGUISHER: Luke Skywalker is held captive in a specially-designed CAPTURE CELL which 

inhibits his ability to use the Force. He’s approached by his daughter, but she tells him that she is no 

longer Shaka Skywalker: she is GRAND MISTRESS SHAD-VAR of the Koudar Order, as according to ancient 

myth, Shad-Var was the goddess who forged the stars, and the Koudar was the hammer with which she 

did it. Shaka/Shad-Var now makes her true purpose clear, revealing that she is much more warped than 

Luke had previously thought: she’s going in search of the mythical BIRTH PLANET OF THE FORCE, the 

world where according to legend the Force was first discovered by sentient beings. Also according to 

legend, a series of waypoints through the Dark Worlds point the way to the Birth Planet; whoever finds 

the planet will be able to unlock its secrets, giving them complete mastery over the Force and making 

them, according to Shaka, “a living god”. Shaka will use a risky Force-technique to siphon Luke’s powers 

from him into herself so that she might find this mysterious world, while she will either bend the other 

captured Jedi to the ranks of the Koudar or she will eliminate them. 

It seems that Shaka has become completely detached from reality: she believes that the galaxy is too 

corrupt, to “impure” to survive, and so she will wipe the slate clean with her Koudar Warriors and bring 

about a new era of perfection. The Jedi, the Republic…these are just things to be swept out of Shad-

Var’s path. Luke feels terror at what his daughter has become after delving too long into ancient 

artifacts and dream-quests, but pity and concern also. It seems that a spark of the old Skaka still remains 

buried somewhere within Shad-Var as well: as she leaves the chamber, she tells Luke that no matter 

what happens, she still loves him. In his cell, Luke receives words of strength from the SPIRIT of his old 

mentor, YODA: he mentions that Luke’s FATHER ANAKIN and Obi-Wan have let go of their personal 

beings to become one with the Force, but Yoda will long be there to give Luke guidance and advice 

whenever he most needs. 

Shad-Var embraces her role as Grand Mistress of the Koudar; she dons jagged golden ceremonial mask 

and armor set with blood-red gemstones, and wields a lightsaber of alternating bands of green and gold. 

Her lieutenant Ruamad dons smoother silver ceremonial mask and armor with blue trim, and wields a 

pair of double LIGHT SCIMITARS – broader-bladed lightsabers of blue with red trim. Jion demands to 

know the full plans of the Koudar, not fully trusting his new allies, but the pair are cagey with the 

Admiral; as they speak between themselves, Shaka explains that she intends to use the Imperial Factions 

to destroy the Jedi and the Republic, then the Koudar to destroy the Imperials, leaving her as the sole 

undisputed ruler of the galaxy. 

The CELESTIAL STALKER. The crew relentlessly tracks the Imperial fleet, having locked on to their 

hyperspace signature. Nomi is trying to hold it together for the sake of the mission, but it’s difficult in 

the face of Han’s death. Rafe attempts to console her, telling her that her father was a hero and a very 

great man; Rafe also knows what she’s going through, as he lost his family at the age of sixteen, when he 

realized the horror of what the Empire and the Tarkin clan had committed and left the Imperial Factions 

to attempt to salvage the family name by serving the Republic. Rafe can never go back, making him 

alone in the galaxy…save for Chancellor Leia Solo, who took Tarkin under her wing and believed in him.  

Nomi initially rebukes Rafe’s comforts, but her glacial attitude slowly begins to melt under the special 

agent’s warmth. Meanwhile, Ganna similarly comforts Kayden as the pair become closer together.  



 
 

Moonway calls the others to the cockpit, and informs him that they’ve arrived at the location where the 

Imperials dropped out of Hyperspace. He follows suit, arriving at: 

THETUS 9 – a dead, arid dessert world, all towering red cliffs and gaping black canyons, eternally baked 

under blazing sun. This is the first of the DARK WORLDS. The Koudar/Imperial fleet has landed and is in 

search of the first STARMAP which according to the legend should point the way to the next waypoint 

on the path to the Birth Planet. They’re attacked by a pack of the indigenous, monstrous, albino THETAN 

BARBARIANS, led by their horrific CHIEFTAIN GABOR HOSK, but Shad-Var’s counterattack through the 

Force causes the beasts to submit; she promises them that if they help her find what she’s looking for, 

she will share her magic with their chieftain – of course, all she intends to bring to them is destruction. 

Nomi and the others arrive at Thetus 9 and attempt to ascertain what Shaka is up to and the best way to 

infiltrate the enemy fleet to rescue their captives. While evading the Imperial patrols, Nomi and Rafe 

stumble over the first starmap, a bizarre ARTIFCAT filled with hieroglyphs pointing the way to a distant 

star system – Nomi begins to connect the relic and Shaka’s quest with the Birth Planet of ancient legend.  

Shad-Var and her followers enter the subterranean chamber just as our heroes obtain the relic, and she 

furiously sets Gabor Hosk and his Thetan Barbarians off after them. It’s a race back to the Celestial 

Stalker, with the Thetans, Koudar, and Imperials on our heroes tail the entire way – Nomi and the others 

alternate between stealth and open confrontation to get back to their craft. Just as they arrive at the 

ship, Shad-Var ambushes Nomi and takes the starmap from her – she orders the Thetans to kill all of 

Nomi’s crew, but they fight their way free and follow the Imperial fleet as they blast off world. Shad-Var 

sends a THERMAL BOMB back into the Thetan pack as thanks for their help; a wall of fire blasts over 

Thetus 9 toward the camera as Shad-Var continues her “jihad” to wipe out imperfection in the galaxy. 

NEW ALDERAAN – Chancellor Leia Solo has called an emergency session of the Republic Assembly, which 

is broadcast to the Galactic Senate on Coruscant via hologram, to warn them about the Imperial attack 

on Uriadon. She’s rebutted by Baron Icarius, who paints Rafe Tarkin as a traitor and questions if the 

Republic or the Jedi didn’t do something to instigate this new war with the Imperials, who are “surely no 

threat” clinging to shrinking territories in the Outer Rim as they are. Leia knows that Icarius has Imperial 

ties and is connected to the attack on the Jedi World, but can’t prove anything without the holofiles 

destroyed in the attack itself. 

The STAR EXTINGUISHER – Shad-Var gloats over her victory, telling Luke that Nomi and Kayden Solo are 

dead and siphoning more of his power to locate the distant star system alluded to on the starmap.  

The CELESTIAL STALKER follows in hot pursuit. Nomi and Rafe concoct a plan to board the Extinguisher, 

rescue the captives and reclaim the starmap – it becomes apparent that the pair have begun to 

genuinely care for each other, which is pointed out with glee by Kayden and Ganna. Nomi and Rafe 

share an intimate moment before the attack, with Rafe telling Nomi “May the Force be with you”. 

Moonway overtakes the Imperial fleet and descends on them in a surprise attack; Nomi and Kayden 

ascertain that their uncle Luke and the other Jedi captives are being held aboard the Star Extinguisher, 

and an assault begins in, and on, the massive enemy flying fortress. 



 
 

Rafe, Moonway and Zur don VACU-ARMOR – accompanied by Romaru, who needs none due to his 

hardened carapace – and board the Star Extinguisher’s outer-hull, making their way to the POWER 

RELAYER which they will sabotage in order to disable the Jedi containment cells. They have to fight their 

way past myriad Imperial Shocktroopers also in vacu-suits, resulting in a stunning fight scene in zero-

gravity along the ship’s outer hull. 

Meanwhile, Nomi, Kayden, Ganna, and the droids enter the depths of the Extinguisher to free the 

prisoners. Due to the combined efforts of Nomi and Rafe’s separate teams, the Jedi captives are freed 

and an incredible lightsaber duel erupts between the dozens of Jedi and just as many Koudar, raging all 

through the ship. Nomi finds her uncle and cuts the power to his cell – Luke does the rest as his strength 

comes roaring back to him. Nomi and Luke find themselves surrounded by ENEMY TROOPS, but Luke 

shows us WHY he’s the Grand Master of the Jedi, letting loose a stunning torrent of destruction and 

devastating the Imperial and Koudar minions. Kayden and Ganna lead the escape of the Jedi captives, 

fighting their way to freedom, stealing Imperial shuttles and fighters and fleeing from the cruiser. R2 

plugs into the Extinguisher’s computer systems and plays havoc, sabotaging the Extinguisher’s systems 

and laying all kinds of traps for the Imperials; 3PO – through duress – acts as bait, drawing in the bad 

guys so our heroes can ambush them, while BOR-4’s assassin roots come in handy in combat. 

As the battle rages, a four-way lightsaber duel commences – Nomi and Luke on one side, Shad-Var and 

Ruamad on the other.  

Admiral Jion attempts to turn the tide of the battle, using the many weapons built into his cybernetic 

implants and taking out a few Jedi; Rafe enters the ship from the hull and engages Jion, each relying on 

their various tools of the trade. Jion seems to have the upper hand, but then Tarkin catches the Imperial 

villain by surprise and kills him. On his way out of the ship, Tarkin grabs the starmap – but we PAN to 

REVEAL that the Koudar have already created a COPY stored in the primary computerbank.  

As they flee the Extinguisher, Kayden, Ganna, and the Jedi come under attack by the rest of the Imperial 

fleet; Kayden pulls a smooth maneuver drives a Star Destroyer to crash into the Extinguisher, which is 

badly damaged as the rest of the Imperial ships are scattered. This gives Nomi and Luke the opportunity 

they need to emerge victorious in their duel with Shad-Var and Ruamad; Nomi incapacitates the Koudar 

lieutenant, and Luke has the chance to kill Shad-Var, but once again finds he cannot. Nomi, Luke, and 

the others retreat and escape as the Koudar and Imperials reel from the assault.  

Rafe and Kayden arrive back on the Stalker and watch with horror as fire belches from the damaged 

Extinguisher, but react with joy and Nomi and Luke dock with the craft on a stolen shuttle. Nomi and 

Rafe embrace, and kiss to the laughter and cheers of the others in the crowded hanger bay. 

NEW ALDERAAN – Leia and a mostly-recovered Miranna Skywalker have convinced the Republic to take 

up arms to deflect any further Imperial attack, though Baron Icarius hints that he will work to undo the 

Republic from within; Leia responds by telling him she will be ready for anything he attempts.  

Leia receives a holo-transmission from Luke, Nomi and Kayden, and is overjoyed to see that they are 

safe, as they are overjoyed to find Miranna on her feet again. Luke tells them that he’s bringing the 



 
 

many Jedi captured by Shad-Var back to Republic space, so that he and Miranna may once again set 

about rebuilding the Jedi Order on a new Haven World. However, Nomi and Kayden tell their mother 

they have to continue pursuing Shad-Var through the Dark Worlds – they MUST reach the Birth Planet of 

the Force and unlock its secrets before she can, as she will use the planet’s powers for genocide and 

devastation of the galaxy.  Leia reluctantly agrees, and tells her children that she has complete faith in 

them and she’s very proud of them…just as their father would have been. 

The CELESTIAL STALKER – Luke confers of the title of JEDI KNIGHT on Nomi, and tells her that Kayden is 

her now her Apprentice (much to the younger Solo’s annoyance and Nomi’s delight).  Moonway and his 

crew have seen the fate which awaits the Republic should Shad-Var succeed, and agree to take their 

passengers as far as they wish on their quest. Luke and his Jedi set off for the borders of the Republic, 

while Nomi, Rafe, Kayden, and Ganna watch them depart.  

The Celestial Stalker sets off on the long journey through the Dark Worlds to the Birth Planet of the 

Force; in the cockpit, Nomi and Rafe look out at the stars and ponder what struggles or victory their 

futures hold. Moonway launches the ship into HYPERSPACE, and we: 

IRIS OUT TO END CREDITS.  

To be Continued in Star Wars: Episode VIII 
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